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How to take  great CV or online profile Photo: 

I become increasingly astonished at the number of entirely inappropriate photos I see that crew are 
using as their CV or online profile image.
It seems to get worse by the week in terms of the number of wholly inappropriate and just outright bad 
photos that people are using on their CVs and online Profiles You should use the same image for 
consistency.
Here are some of the most common mistakes:

• Bad quality of light: Caused by shooting at the wrong time of day, bad choice of location, or not 
using fill flash.

• Bad direction of light: Caused by shooting at the wrong time of day, bad choice of location, or 
not using fill flash.

• Not looking your best:  That’s a no brainer, professional, not the “night out” look that lots of girls 
seem to favour.

• Of camera axis: Your upper body, if not square on to the camera should be no more than a few 
degrees either side off the camera axis, face straight into the lens.

• Not looking directly at the camera: Look directly into the lens.
• Squinting: Caused by poor direction of light.
• Inappropriately attired: Wear the shirt or blouse that you intend to wear to the interview, when 

you go to an interview, wear your hair the same way as it is in your CV photo.
• Don’t any wear accessories that can be seen in the photo.
• Inappropriate background, a cluttered backgrounds distracts, you want to pop out the image, 

choose an uncluttered background.
• Too much or too little in the frame Cropping.
• Stance / Pose / Attitude: Quickly becoming the most common mistake, prevalent with girls form 

eastern Europe.
• Too much make up: Go easy on it.
• Self taken shots: Just DON’T DO IT.
• Smart and professional but:  Don’t make it too corporate looking.
• No, or an ingenious smile: This can be difficult, I know, but try to smile as naturally as possible it 

makes a huge difference.
Where & When:
Choose a good uncluttered location and the best time of day for that location.
Choose the best time of day for getting the a good quality quality of light. (See adding fill flash).
My preferred background is a plain one. Why, because it makes you pop out of the picture, especially if 
using a top quality lens with a wide open aperture. 
So many crew CV photos seem to be taken on a cluttered background which is just not clever. Go find 
a good spot to take your photo with a plain uncluttered background.
Clear blue sky is perfect, even a bit of cloud in it is OK but if you can get clear blue then it’s a winner. 
Having yachts in the background in my opinion is a big no no because unless you are shooting through 
a very expensive fast lens with a wide open aperture, the background will still be partly in focus and 
you do not want that as it is just distracting.
That being said, if you have the correct equipment (a very fast f1.2, or f1.4 lens), you can still get zero 
depth of field and completely blur the background into obscurity, but such lenses are very expensive so 
best just to opt for an uncluttered background in the first instance.
The sample picture in the header image of this article was taken about 10 years ago in a very harsh 
desert environment where the light is usually far too harsh for good results, but by choosing to shoot it 
in the early evening, just before the sun went down I got a really nice quality of natural light and filled in 
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with a small amount of flash. If it were not for the catchlights that are visible in the subjects eyes, you 
would not know that any flash was used at all. 
Though it is it a perfect shot, it illustrates the effect of completely blurring the background, and a nice 
blue sky providing a good clear and pleasing background that allows the subject to really stand out.  In 
fairness it was shot with a great fast lens, Nikkor 85mm f1.4.
How:
DSLRs and compact cameras
Most of these will have a small built in flash unit. Unless your photographer is very good at shooting in 
natural light, and can get the direction of light so that your face is well lit but you’re not forced to squint 
due to the sunlight in your fact, I suggest you use it !!! 
The purpose of this is really only to provide what’s called fill flash. As the name suggests it is for 
throwing a small amount of light on an otherwise well lit subject to fill the areas that are in shadow in 
the foreground with more light.  Ever wondered why you see professional photographers using flash 
outside when there is plenty of natural light ? This is the main reason.
If you try to shoot a headshot in bright light facing the sun your subject will end up squinting. Turn the 
subject away from the sun. If you know how to use full manual mode then do so and expose for the 
background and use the fill flash to throw light on the subject’s face. If not, use either one of your 
cameras full auto modes and activate the inbuilt flash to fill in the shadows, but note:
If your camera detects that there is plenty of available light then it may not fire the fill flash 
automatically because it does not think it needs it.  You may need to manually tell it to fire the built in 
flash. It all depends on your camera’s software, so you need to check.
Another advantage of fill flash, is that it gives a pleasing catchlight in the subjects eyes.
Even better, if you happen to have a separate flash gun that you can use OFF CAMERA and trigger it 
directly from the camera, (most Nikon DSLRs can do this), then this is the preferred method.  Position 
the flash slightly higher than the subject and off camera axis to one side and point it slightly 
downwards.  It gives much better results than a flash fired from directly on the camera axis.  
A little trial and error may be needed to get the vest position and angle that the off camera flash should 
be in. make sure the subject stays still during this repositioning process as if they move it will affect the 
way the light falls form the previous test shot and can be misleading.
If having good natural light on your subject is forcing them to squint, try another location that’s more in 
the shade but still has good quality light. In the shade with fill flash works really well. Shoot early 
morning or late evening when the sun is at a lower altitude and the light is much more flattering. 
Avoid shooting in the middle of the day when the sun is at its highest and is very harsh and unflattering, 
and consequently very challenging to get good results, unless you really know what you’re doing in 
which case you probably won’t be reading this.
Many professional fashion, editorial, and glamour photographers will be seen using huge overhead 
diffusers if they are having to shoot outside during the day when the sun is high and harsh.  These are 
made of various materials the allow lots of light through but soften it considerably on the way.
Large umbrellas and canopies such as are found in cafes,  the terraces of bars and on large yachts if 
they are light in colour will do a decent job of diffusing the harsh light but still allowing plenty of light 
though. Try using one of these as a diffuser and use your fill flash to wake up the shadows.
Smart phone cameras:
Many modern smart phones have the capability to take great photos, but may need a little help with the 
light. See above about time of day and location. You can try using your phones built in flash, it may just 
be enough to fill as required if close enough to the subject. If not use something with good reflective 
qualities to bounce light back onto your subject’s face.
A large bit of cardboard covered in tinfoil (shiny side up) works. The person holding the reflector needs 
to move it about slowly and carefully till the light is catching the subject’s face in a flattering way, (from 
the line of sight of the person taking the picture not the person holding the reflector). It can make a 
huge difference to the end result of your picture.
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Some of the latest i Phones have a feature called “Portrait” which simulates 9reasonably well) the 
effect of Bokhe, that you could previously only achieve with very expensive, fast lenses.  You can 
“virtually” create a simulation of an aperture as wide as f 1.4 which will give you a very blurred 
background which is great for this type of shot.
In camera editing:
I phones and possibly other brands of smartphones, (I only use I phones so don’t know what others are 
capable of), now have surprisingly good in camera editing capability.
On an I phone go to the editing functions as follows and get used to using them:
Under the Light heading:
Exposure:
Use to raise or lower the overall exposure to correct it
Highlights:
Use to raise or lower the bright areas, e.g. sky may be too bright
Shadows:
Use to raise or lower the dark areas, e.g. use to add more light on the face
Under the Colour heading:
Saturation:
Use to add or reduce the depth of the colour saturation.  Use very sparingly though !!!
Using these four controls carefully can dramatically improve your picture.

If you follow these guidelines you should be able to get a great CV picture with a DSLR, compact 
camera or even your phone’s built in camera. 
If in doubt, however get someone that really knows what they are doing to take your CV photo, if 
necessary get a professional. It can make  huge difference to those critical moments of the first 
impression of your CV when the eyes are drawn immediately to your photo so make it count.
To recap:

• Look your best.
• Choose a good location.
• Uncluttered background.
• Aim for good quality natural light .
• Use fill flash.
• Natural smile.
• Head and shoulders only, no ¾ or full length shots.
• No attitude.
• Use in camera editing (if shot on smartphone), to do basic adjustments such as Exposure / 

Highlights / Shadows / Saturation, but use sparingly, especially saturation !!!


